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Dear Parent

Your child is using Spellodrome as an important part of their literacy learning programme. Your child has 24 hour access 
to Spellodrome through a unique username and password*. This means that they can work at their own pace; anywhere, 
anytime. 

About Spellodrome
Spellodrome is a web-based learning program that integrates home and school learning via the internet. Children love 
Spellodrome because it encourages independent learning and the development of critical spelling awareness.

Spellodrome at Home
We recommend that you spend time looking at the program with your child so that you can gain the greatest understanding 
of how Spellodrome will benefit his or her learning. As a parent or guardian, you can sign up to receive weekly reports. 
These reports will provide you with details on your child’s progress and achievement.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exploration of low frequency/tricky words

Creative thinking/planning in use of technology to explore language

Complete the fields and click Submit

Visit www.3plearning.com/parents

Encourage presentation and research skills

Record your new username and password

Each child’s Spellodrome account holds information relating to individual results and progress. Please ensure your child 

keeps their details secure. Welcome to the Spellodrome Community!

Username:

Password:

www.spellodrome.com

*At 3P Learning we are committed to protecting the safety and security of our registered users

If you experience difficulty in loading the Spellodrome website at home please
contact us on 0117 370 1990 or support@3plearning.co.uk

To register for this service, you will need your child’s username and password.

Spellodrome at Home
Introducing Spellodrome
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Lesson Objectives
 

 

 

 

Can you think of any tricky/unusual words?
What situations might we need to spell or use a tricky word?
How do we usually learn how to say/spell them? Could an app help with this?

Divide the class into pairs or groups and ask them to discuss the most popular apps and what 
they do. Task the group to design an app that scans difficult to pronounce and tricky words 
and reads them aloud or spells them. They should consider spelling strategies and how these 
might be enhanced or supported by technology. Groups should come up with a name, logo, 
design, target audience and purpose. Share the ideas and create a class mood board display 
with all the ideas.

Play Live Spellodrome on Championship level and make a note of difficult words. Showing 
Legend word list words, ask them to guess the meanings then try pronouncing them. Set the 
Legend program via your Teacher Centre and ask the class to practise in My Word List and My 
Word List Games.

ICT: Use the internet, tablets and mobile phones to research apps, view and rate them, get 
students to compile a short jargon dictionary for their grandparents explaining terminology 
around apps, e.g. tablet, android, etc. 

Languages: Identify words from other languages in the Legend list; where do
we take most of our words from? 

Discussion

Activity

Teaching 
Tips

Spelling

Exploration of low frequency/tricky words

Creative thinking/planning in use of technology to explore language

Encourage presentation and research skills

Lesson Idea: SPaG
Design an App to Spell Tricky Words
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Running a spelling week is a great way to get the whole school involved in fun literacy activities.
Using Spellodrome alongside other literacy-themed activities can help you get everyone really

excited about working with words!

Plan your event for a time when the whole school can take part, the more children and 
teachers who participate in the event the more exciting it will be. You may need to arrange the 
timetable for your week around access to ICT facilities. If you have a lot of computers then 
you may be able to use the same timetable for the whole school but if you only have enough 
for one class then you will need to operate a rotation system for the parts of the week that 
involves Spellodrome.

Getting 
Started

Most schools prefer to run their event from Monday to Friday (or Sunday if they want to 
include a home based element). As the event is focused on engagement in literacy it can be 
run at a time that fits in with other events in your school year. Why not choose a famous 
author’s birthday to focus on?

When should 
we run the 

event?

Give each day a theme that allows the children to practise their skills in grammar, punctuation, 
composition, comprehension, and above all, gets them spelling for pleasure. Finish the 
week with an online literacy marathon (or sprint!) where pupils can study independently on 
Spellodrome. During the week, ask the children to keep a diary of events. There is plenty of 
technology that can help with this; they could blog, use social media and take photographs of 
the action. 

Make each 
day a new 
chapter

To make the event have real impact it is a good idea to devise a series of targets or 
challenges for children to aim for during the week. These could include spelling a certain 
number of words, introducing some new vocabulary themed around a particular topic etc. To 
help children understand their achievements it can be helpful to ask them to rank their level of 
confidence in some of the skills they will practise at the beginning and again at the end of the 
week.  

Rewards and 
Celebration

Run your own Spelling Week
Make Literacy Fun with Spellodrome
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1
Devise a treasure hunt around the school that is based on children correctly answering literacy 
questions. This could include identifying text types, grammatical devices, solving anagrams, 
inserting punctuation etc. You will need a child to man each station and hand over the next 
clue once the group has completed the challenge; this might be a good experience for older 
children, you could also recruit the older classes to write the cryptic clues.

Find the 
Treasure!

Choose a popular piece of music and ask the children to write a poem that can be set to the 
music. Investigate the different poetry types that are available and ask the children to decide 
which style of poetry would best suit the rhythm of the music. Writing Fun in Spellodrome 
contains writing frames that can help children work more independently on this. Within each 
class vote on the best performance and then bring all of the winners together in a final  
X Factor style event.

2
Performance 

Poetry

3
At the beginning of the week give every child a dictionary and ask them to choose one new 
interesting word they would like to share with the class. Ask them to contribute to a class wall 
of words by making a poster with pictures that illustrate the meaning of the new word, and a 
mnemonic that will help others remember how to spell it. During the week ask the children to 
try and find a way to use as many of the new words as possible. Keep a tally and run a reward 
system for every new word included.

Lingo 
Bingo!

4
Give the class a series of word lists to investigate. Give them one minute on each category. 
During the minute they should use post-it notes to mark the words they are interested in 
spelling. They can only use the front and back cover to make a decision. Once each category 
has been covered, create a spelling zone for each one. Ask each student to pick the word that 
interested them the most, and bring it to the relevant spelling zone. In their groups ask the 
children to share what they liked about the word. Provide time for the children to spell the 
word and then return to the spelling groups and share the word they can now spell. 

Speed 
Booking!

Run your own Spelling Week
Make Literacy Fun with Spellodrome
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5
Choose a current affair for your class to debate and divide the class in two, allocating each 
half of the class one side of the argument. Using the Persuasion text planner in Writing Fun, 
ask children to start putting together the basis of the argument before coming together to 
develop a group strategy for winning the debate. You could even perform your debate at a 
school assembly and ask the other classes to judge the best team.

Join the 
Debate!

6 Lend pupils a disposable or digital camera to take snapshots of pupils and staff spelling their 
favourite word. Create posters and use these to run a caption competition. 

Extreme 
Spelling!

7
Choose a funny picture as inspiration and get the class to talk for thirty seconds each, telling 
the next part of the story. Tell each child to end on a linking word, or in the middle of a 
sentence, so the next child has to pick up where they left off. Encourage them to make the 
story as interesting as possible, perhaps introduce props that they have to try to incorporate 
into the story. You could give each child a wild card that lets them interrupt once if they have 
a good idea about where the story should go next! 

Storytelling
Circumstances!

Run your own Spelling Week
Make Literacy Fun with Spellodrome
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Teacher Guide
Using Spellodrome to Prepare  
for Formal Assessments

Word lists Create custom word lists or 
assign SATs word lists

Increased vocabulary range and fluency 
with words practised in context.

Workbooks Print Series G to practise 
spelling strategies.

Pupils can apply spelling strategies to 
unknown words.

Workbooks Print and use Series G  
spelling sheets.

Increased vocabulary range and  
fluency in spelling.

Assessments Assign literacy tests Spelling practise under  
test conditions.

OutcomeAction

Workbooks
Print Series G to learn about 
and practise grammar and 

punctuation skills.

Pupils develop their use of grammar 
and punctuation, recognising language 

and using appropriate skills in their own 
writing.

Assessments Assign literacy tests to review 
grammar and punctuation skills.

Pupils develop their use of grammar 
and punctuation, recognising language 

and using appropriate skills in their own 
writing.

OutcomeAction

Writing Fun
Ask children to construct a 
text using the framework in 

Writing Fun.

Pupils apply spelling, grammar and 
punctuation knowledge to construct 

different text types, promoting a wider 
understanding of literacy

OutcomeAction

 
Rhyming Words: How many words can you find that rhyme in 60 seconds?

Gnilleps: Choose words that children can spell confidently, can they spell them backwards?

Joining Sentences: Join two simple sentences together (e.g. I have a dog. It is black.) and 
make the sentence more interesting (e.g. I have a wildly energetic black dog who loves playing 
with his stick.)

Mispilt: Focusing on misspelt words, write three possible spellings for a word
and ask a child to select the correct spelling.

More Ideas

More Ideas

Constructing 
Texts 

Spelling
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Order 6 or more trophies for your school and receive 15% off.

Trophy Order Form

Use a Spellodrome trophy to reward your students for their dedication and celebrate success. 

Please complete the boxes below and fax to 0870 123 6359

Fax back this order form to +44 870 123 6359

Name: Position:

School: School Code:

Address:

Email: Telephone:

Please invoice my school.  
My school order number is:

Business Manager/ 
Accounts payable name

Business Manager/ 
Accounts payable email

Spellodrome Trophy £25.00 £ £

£

Quantity

Fax back this order form to +44 870 123 6359

Price Postage -  
£3 per item Total Cost
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Fourth Floor, Bull Wharf 
Redcliff Street  

Bristol, BS1 6QR 
United Kingdom

Tel: +44 117 370 1990
support@3plearning.co.uk

www.3plearning.com



Dear 

I am writing to you to first of all thank you for supporting Spellodrome. As an organisation 3P Learning 

is committed to providing unique and innovative ways to ensure children enjoy and ultimately reach their 

learning objectives in Literacy. We also place great pride in providing teachers and supporting staff with 

powerful teaching resources, diagnostic testing and assessments. Your continued support allows us to 

continue to deliver world leading e-learning resource(s) to your school/academy/college.

In this Spellodrome engagement pack you will find a range of materials to ensure you and your pupils can 

use the resource in the most effective and enjoyable way. The materials I have provided for you in this 

pack include:

 A Teacher handbook with all you need to use Spellodrome effectively

 A poster to engage and  motivate pupils to use Spellodrome using highly effective learning techniques

 Stickers to help pupils personalise their Spellodrome experience

 Our ‘Run Your Own Literacy week’ campaign with a number of ways to implement this in your school

 A ‘Spellodrome Gold certificate’ to reward pupils who have achieved mastery 

 A Mathletics trophy order form

With this information we believe pupils and teachers will have all the tools required to successfully use 

Spellodrome in your school.


